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Many countries are taking measures to rescue the financial market, 
including tax regulation. Tax regulation concerns all taxpayer’s rights and 
healthy development of national economy, however, it is often criticized by 
scholars of the tax law for acting too frequently and less of rationality. By using 
comparative analysis and empirical analysis, the article analyzed the illogicality 
of the current system of Chinese tax regulation, such as breach of statutory 
taxation doctrine, tax equity doctrine, tax neutrality doctrine, tax administrative 
efficiency doctrine, taxpayer rights doctrine. By deeply analyzing theory of 
delegated legislation, theory of statutory taxation and the ideal of procedural 
justice, and proceeding from national conditions in China together with bringing 
advantages of other countries’ legislation, the article is trying to buildup a new 
framework of the system of tax rules regulating tax legislative process. 
The paper consist of four parts. Chapter 1, clear the relationship between 
financial crisis and tax regulation, and categories of research, then we make 
statutory taxation as core characteristics of tax regulation legislation; Chapter 2, 
by reviewing typical examples on tax regulation, such as tax regulation in stamp 
tax on security exchange and export rebates, we find out the deficiency of 
Chinese tax regulation, and the importance of procedural justice to tax regulation; 
Chapter 3, by borrowing experiences from western countries ,we learn the path 
to improve legislation procedure of tax regulation; Chapter 4, analyzing the legal 
principles and legal mode of tax regulation procedure, we make a preliminary 
probe of the framework, and give advice and make some concrete suggestions.  
The innovation of this paper was shown below：(1) making necessity of tax 














practicality of the proposal, and we put forward a concrete legal mode; (2) 
Bringing “the agency” into the field of delegated legislation procedure, 
attempting to break the plight of China's tax delegated legislation procedure; (3) 
integrate tax legislation procedure with delegated legislation procedure, and 
proceed from national conditions to make a two-step development strategy: 
firstly, standardize administrative regulations procedure, secondly, achieve a 
progressive realization of complete statutory taxation. 
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